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Back to the Tropics my first post-
pandemic trip to Latin America
Dave Skinner (selvadero@gmail.com)

After two years of travel restrictions caused by the Pan-
demic, I finally made plans to return to the tropics last Jan-
uary to look for Costus. The Pandemic may not have truly
been over but being fully vaccinated and "boosted" I felt
relatively safe making a trip to Latin America. Ecuador at
the time was known to be one of the most progressive
countries in Latin America for controlling the Pandemic
with the highest rate of citizen vaccination, tightest re-
strictions on mask wearing in public and one of the lowest
reported rates ofinfection despite a very aggressive testing
program.

My primary objective for this trip was to search the moun-
tainous province ofTungurahua in Ecuador for one ofthe
plants that Dr. Paul Maas and I are planning to publish as a
new species. Tungurahua is best known for the volcano
by that name and for the tourist town of Baflos, but I ar-
ranged to stay at a place farther down the Rio Pastaza that
was located within the elevation range (between 1200 and
1600 meters) as the herbaria specimens Dr. Maas had
studied. He had concluded that they were of the same
species as one I had found in 2015 in the higher elevations
of Zamora-Chinchipe to the south, but we did not know
much about the flower forms or with real certainty wheth-
er the same species was growing in both regions.

After just two
days of explor-
ing both to the
north and south
along tributaries
of the Rio Pasta-
za, I found the
plants closely
matching the
ones I had seen
in Zamora-
Chinchipe. This
new species is
closest to Costus
laevis but it dif-
fers by having a
shorter ligule
and puberulous
sheaths and
leaves. To my
surprise, I also
found that it has
corolla lobes that
fold down sharp-
ly, very much
like in Costus
pulverulentus in
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Cosfus sp nov from Tungurahua, inflorescence with curled
corolla

Cosfus sp nov from Tungurahua with leaf indumentum

After leaving Tungurahua, I traveled on into the province
of Pastaza, then into Napo to the west of Tena and then
north to a more remote indigenous region known as

Narupa where I stayed several days with an indigenous
family. The Narupa area includes the broad expanse of a
high plateau with rivers forming deep canyons, the most
famous of which is El Gran Cafion which includes an un-
derground waterfall inside a cave that you can walk into.
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Cosfus sp nov from Tungurahua with short ligules

Cosfus sp nov from Tungurahua can plants.
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lndigenous family I stayed with in Narupa
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Geological form at Narupa
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Waterfall in cave al El Gran Cafion

Broad plateau of Narupa

Cosfus asplundii in NapoCosfus asplundiiat type locality
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I found that there are t\\'o distinct forms of Costus
asplundii - the reddish bract form u'ith beautiful pink
flowers (found in Napo) and the form of the type speci-
men from Mera, Pastaza that has green bracts and white
flowers.

Near Tena I found growing in primary forest exact dupli-
cates of the famous, widely cultivated 'El Whiskey' plant
from Pufumayo, Colombia that is usually included in
Costus erythrophylltts. Dr. Maas is now confident enough
after seeing my photos and details from the naturally oc-
curring plants that he is going to make this a separate new
specres.

Another interesting discovery in Narupa along the Rio
Hollin was a white flowering Costus similar to C. arabi-
cas but with inflated margins to the lower sheaths similar
to what I had seen in Putumayo, Colombia in 2018. This
very likely will eventually be described as another new
species.

aff arabicus inflated sheathsCosfus El Whiskey near Tena

Cosfus El Whiskey flower Cosfus aff arabicus over 6 meters tall
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Cosfus aff arabicus inflorescence

Costtts zqmoranus was found to be quite common in the
Narupa area, extending its distribution range much farther
to the north than the previous limit of Morona-
Santiago. Another new species, as yet unpublished, was
found to be very common throughout the region along the
eastern flanks of the mountains throughout Ecuador and
extending into southem Colombia. Other species common
in the region include Costus amazonicus and Costus longi-
bracteolatus.

zamoranus at Narupa, wild

C. longibracteolatus in Napo Cos/us sp nov
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Costus amqzonicus at Narupa

More photos with details of my observations of Coslers
from this trip and the proposed names of the new species
when published can be found on Inaturalist.org at the fol-
lowing link:
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in Ecuador

Cos/us zamoranus at Narupa


